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"The slogan already launched by the glorious and intrepid Fretilin Central
Committee , the unique and legitimate vanguard of the heroic Maubere people,
deeply corresponds to the Maubere people's true wish :' Negotiations never,
but immediatej total and unconditional withdrawal of all
troops

Suharto's colonial

from the Democratic Republic of East Timor.'

" Of course, this slogan is clear enough to (not) need more comment.}£

"Timor people will never be Suharto and his running dogs' colony .Nothing can stop
(—..*) the enemy from East Timor £0 continue
fighting to the end of their
freedom, sovereignty

and territorial integrity.

"The heroic Maubere people are fully aware that

towards their complete freedom

and lasting peace , they have to fight to(under?) the luminous

revolutionary

political line , till the final and inevitable victory. "
(MUSIC)

"The freedom of the people is an irreversible and

(sacfed?) right.It's not

a matter for negotiations. The Maubere people and their revolutionary vanguard
will never permit and tolerate such a thing. The corrupt Suharto and his running

dogs know well that they should obey the resolutions of the General Assembly
of the United Nations for East Timor, and stop insulting and defying the world
organisation. Unfortunately, the Indonesia of Suharto mafcss (it) a farce. On

the other side,
manouvring

the corrupt (?) Suharto and his running dogs

should totally recognise

instead of

their defeat in East Timor in the

battle and diplomatic fields t and come the level (??) . And so the best for
them is to immediately withdraw their invaders from the Democratic Republic
of East Timor without any conditions. We warn that this is the fundamental
condition that we propose (?) for future talks.

"We avail the opportunity to transcribe (?) the following article of the
Democratic Republic of East Timor Constitution * Article 17 :* The Democratic
Republic of East Timor sets up and develops relations and co-operation with
all countries of the world on the basis of the principles of mutual respect
for the sovereignty, territorial integrity, equality and non-interference
in internal affairs.'

"Suharto's military regime and fascist expansion towards the Democratic Republic;
jr n
j. mi
t
ls conaemnedYv ,
. .,
-,-,,.
of East Timor( —
) by the outsxde world ."
(MUSIC)

"Suharto and his clique should become more aware that they will never win the
murdering war of aggression they are trying (?$ on East Timor. Of course
they should also be aware that Fretilin will never permit any kind of concessions
to the exploiters . We should repeat again. They should also be aware that
Fretilin will never permit any kind of concessions to the exploiters .Fighting
will continue and victory is certain for the Maubere people. It is only a

matter of time (is this ?) and we are prepared and organised

for long-term

warfare .The revolutionary war is the locomotive of history .The struggle of
the heroic Maubere people is inserted in the world contest of the struggle of

(???). The internal sector is the determinant and this is why we march in the
path (??) of the victory of the heroic Maubere peoplec "(MUSIC) "Comrades,
once more on behalf of the

heroic Maubere people and the glorious and intrepid

Fretilin Central Committee

we do wish to express to all comrades of CIET

our deepest admiranca and sympthy for the glorious and correct support being
given up to date to the heroic Maubere people's struggle for national liberation
and consolidation of the Democratic revolutionary power .We sincerely trust

that this solidarity will be greater

and last forever. " (MUSIC)."Independence

or death. To resist is to win. The victory is certain .Armed struggle continues.
Down with Imperialism. Down with Javanese colonial expansionism, Long live
militant solidarity.Long live CIET.Long live the glorious and intrepid Fretilin
Central Committee. Long live the heroic Maubere people.Long live the DRET.
Negotiations never,but the immediate,total and unconditional withdrawal of all

Suharto's colonial troops

from the DRET."(MUSIC) East Timor, Depta of Information

and National Security ar;** of the Fretilin CC and Radio Maubere —good thanks for
your kind listening.,. (NB As read by MINS A Fernandes. In brackets corrections or
parts of broadcast which it was diffcult to understand.)
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SUMMARY OF DISCISSION AND DECISIONS
1. SITUATION IN EAST TIMOR. A report was given by Denis Frenzy on the situation in

the External Headquarters of Fretilin in Maputo,PR of Mozambique, after a visit
on the invitation of Fretilin0 He reported on discussions 'with External Delegation
of Fretilin concerning; East Timor News Agency, radio contact, negotiations and
other issues. He discussed the question of negotiations in light of Michael Hodgman's
speech two days earliert and the statement by MRE Mari Alkatiri issued the day before„DF

Concluded that a new situation now exists in ET ,with important Indonesian generals
wanting talks because felt war "unwinnable".

Discussion followed in which the following points were among some raised :
did the links between Congressman Fraser and VP Mondale mean latter raised ET
strongly with Suharto ? Was this sign of American pressure ? If Indonesians do

agree to IC of Red Cross going in, it will be a significant weakening of their posit
ion as before said \:Z= ICRC could not go in because ET was "internal question."
££2iiL22L5 m±le awaiting F etilin CC reacting, to highlight the way negotiations
moves show Indonesian weakness and failure to conquer ET3

^-§I™MJ2ILiO?JL^2^

M from SACIET noted that there appears generally to

be support for IPNG movement nationally in CIET/AETA/FOET. Should we incorporate as
extra aim0

•

£i2£E?£ioni noted, political nature of WPNG movement confused,

'

unlike Fretilin's.

Should stress be on nature of Suharto regime ?

Decision: Support for WPNG struggle should be seen as educational in mass sense,
rather than5 formally including ite as a another aim of CIET/AETA/FOETo Obviously,
because of the common enemy (Suharto) there is a link between ET and WPNG struggles.
3. DRET OFFICE FUND0 JW reported on financial situation and background to fund,
set up at last conference«, Problems in maintaining payments to CS, and particularly
in covering the phone ball of #2,A00o Over a period, $150 a week paid out, till
end of February* After views were expressed by different groups concerning the
working of the DRET Information Office and co-ordination with different CIET/AETA

groups. It was noted that help for Office is coming now from Fretilin External HQ.
M2£J°JL: he following resolution , amended by the conference from an original
proposed by Melb„ AETA was adopted unanimously;"The National ^ast Timor Activists
Conference reviewed the operation and funding of the DRET Information Office in •
Australia* Most Australian support groups stated they were unable to continue

funding at the present levels,. The continuing commitment to finding money for
contributions to the DRET Information Office

has been a considerable

financial

burden and has limited the groups' ability to carry out their activities. In view

of the decision of the Fretilin external leadership to fund the office directly, it
has been decided to suspend the operation of the DRET Office Fund set up at the last
National Conference„ Support groups expressed the desire to have a clear statement

of the role of the DRET Information officer in Australia with particular reference to
his liaison with support groups. The groups were anxious to have close relations with

the DRET Information officer and to assist in all possible ways," This was,by
decision of the Conference, conveyed to the Fretilin External Delegation in Mappto.
k, RECOGNITION OF FRETILIN AS REPRESENTATIVE OF ET PEOPLE ; On resolution from

Sydney CIET, based on manouvres by ex-UDT to present itself as another force in ET.t
at the UN, decided to support following resolution :" Fretilin, after 2 1/2 years
of leading the struggle against the Indonesian invaders, is the only East Timorese
movement which can legitimately claim to represent the ETimorese people in intern
ational forumsoThis conference decides to campaign for recognition by the United
Nations of Fretilin as the sole,legitimate representative of the ET people and for
Australian Government to support such recognition "
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5, POLITICALPARTIES AND ET : Canberra CIET reported on some problems in
ALP in ACT on ET* Problem of contact with parliamentarians due to departure of
some key contacts. Points in discussion; pressure through branches etc.

best way to impact politicians ; possible contacts/activists to work with

politicians ; ALP branch secretaries etc, to be mailed material ; Melb'.AETA
and Canb. CIET to inquire re: booklet on ET for ALP members,
DECISION: Melb. AETA and Canb„ CIET to take responsibility to produce booklet

on ET struggle directed towards ALP members.

To seek to have it published by

ALP State Committee etc,.

Liberal Party: pressure

nationally ? to be tackled on human rights aspects ?

Australian Democrats : Canberra CIET to write to Aust„ Democrats to ask why no
policy on ET.

6, ACFOA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY: Checks to be made how far has progressed„(Report
of

its Commission may be ready in June).

7. PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE INQUIRIES;

Melbourne AETA to prepare details on all

inquiiies which may be possible for CIET/AETA groups to intervene in„.
8. TRADE UNIONSo ASTU has formally lifted bans, but many remain, including gey

one in WA on grain bulk-loader„ Urgent need to mobilise support,particularly
for WA ban,which is only case where it really has effect.
DECISION : S dney CIET to contact WA FOET to check on exact details on ban on

Freoantle bulk-carrier. Information campaign to begin with new vigour in unions,
on work-floor.Articles to be prepared for union journals.

Sympathetic unions to

be invited to future conference,
XI.

9o PRESS, MEDIA : discussion on need to pressure for publication of Fretilin news.
Noted that some papers etc.„ have ban on all Radio Maubere news.Need T;o get union

support for pressure.

Press Council to be contacted re: some aspects of (non-)

coverage ? Local suburban papers to be contacted on particular issues ? Stress
on Community Radio stations. Radio talk-back programs ? Approach Four Corners,
/ill groups to look at specific situation in their cities and seek to find ways
of better coverage*

10„EAST TIMOR NEWS

? ETNA reported — proposed : a) more local coverage of

Australian support actions,but with eye on worldwide audiencej b) more particip
ation by all groups in preparing articles, starting with back-page review-analyt
ical material,,

Discussion ;

SA CIET stressed important local news should go in.

Canberra CIET stressed need for RM transcripts before Thursday for community radio
programme,, Sydney CIET asked for photos of local actions , Canb.CIET proposed cut
back in press cuttings for local news, but Sydney and Melb opposedf as v. important
for overseas to get press coverage™

Discussion on possibility of ETN running an

editorial,to comment on press cuttings etc..

Melb. asked if can be typeset ( finan

cial problems explained in doing this)^DECISION: points a) and b) in report adopted,
changeover to typesetting to be investigated* Transcripts of RM to be sent as
soon as possible. Tape of RM to go directly to DRET Office,
1.1 n CAMPAIGN AGAINST RECOGNITION OF INDON. CLAIMS :. Canberra to investigate and

reporton possibilities of joint protest with other groups (eg. anti-uranimum,
Black land rights, ) during opening of Parliamentary Budget session*
12o NATIONAL CONFERENCE WITH BROADER PARTICIPATION: Sydney CIET proposed broad conference with union, church,ALP ,academic student ,worker etc. participation.
Well-prepared papers from competent speakers= Build-up seminars in different

centres. Speakers from PNG and maybe Mozambique ? Also try to get Fretilin speaker,
as well as from Vanuaaku,New Zealand, New Caledonia etc.. DECISION: SA CIET offered
tb organise such a Conference In Adelaide Australia Day weekend,Jano1979« Conference
title: "East Timor, Australia and the Region?" with sub-title:" East Timor and
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NATIONAL EAST TIMOR ACTIVISTS CONFERENCE
SYDNEY —

MAY 13 and 14 1978

May 14, 1978

PRESS RELEASE:

Over thirty representatives of East Timor support groups fnom Sydney,Melbourne,
Adelaide, Canberra and Newcastle , met in Sydney this weekend to plan
action for the rest of the year.

The East Timor Activists Conference discussed the disclosures of Mr. Michael
Hodgman MHR in parliament last Thursday , and Indonesian moves for negotiations
with Fretilin.

They saw these moves as clear evidence of the failure of the Indonesian generals
to conquer East Timor ,and proof of the grave difficulties Suharto's troops face.
This verifies evidence coming from Fretilin inside East Timor and from letters
smuggled from people in Indonesian-controlled areas — that resistance continues
as strongly as ever and Indonesian soldiers are demoralised^.

The East Timor groups decided to launch a publicity campaign alerting the public
to the Indonesian failure in East Timor. It regretted the failure of most

of the media to publish Fretilin reports of the fighting in East Timor, ;..v or
to report Mr Hodgman's disclosures.

A National Conference on "East Timor,Australia and the Region" will be held

in Adelaide on Australia Day weekend 1979, with local and overseas speakers
present, to aexamine the significance of the East Timorese and other regional
independence movements

for Australia and the region.

The Conference this weekend decided on nationwide protests on Indonesian
Independence Day, August 17, to demand East Timorese independence.
Action was also planned against military aid being given to the Indonesian
Government ,which is currently re-arming to an alarming extent. In particular,
protests against Australian military aid, the sale of British Hawk fighterbombers, and the possible sale of American warplanes , will be prganised. Australian

government and non-government delegates to the UN Disarmament Conference were asked/* *
The East Yimor movement strongly protested against the ban on Fretilin repres
entatives entering Australia, and called on trade unions, political parties,
civil liberty groups and other organisations ,to join in these protests.

The movement will direct a particular campaign against the Commonwealth Trading
Bank .which continues to freeze $38,000 of Fretilin money in its Darwin branch
on the basis of a technicality.

The Conference sent a message of greetings to Fretilin and the East Timorese

people on the occasion of May :D 20, the fourth anniversary of the founding of
Fretilin and pledged total support for the struggle against Indonesian aggression.
The Conference said it believed that the struggle was reaching a new stage of
development and that victory for East Timor was only a matter of time.

/*** to raise the call for end of military aid to the expansionist Suharto regime.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT : JOHN WADDINGHAM (02) 51-5858 Or ANDY ALCOCK
(02) 660-7586 from 7pm TIS Archives, File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART
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fourth floor, 232 Casilereagh St„,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone : 617089 May 23,1978
SPEECH BY'PRESIDENT NICOLAU LOBATO OVER;

RADIO MAUBERE .MAY 20, 1978

THE FOLLOWING IS A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION FROM RADIO MAUBERE OF MAY 20,1978
OF THE SPEECH OF PRESIDENT NICOLAU LOBATO, AS READ IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION
BY COMRADE ALARICO JORGE FERNANDES, MINISTER FOR INFORMATION AND NATIONAL
SECURITY IN THE REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT OF THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR:

" Complete today four years that have (---—) among us , the independence
movement which has originated Fretilin,, Four years of anxibusnessC?)and suffering
but also of enthusiasm and great revolutionary realisation , above all they
were four years of policyC?), four years of struggle, and this short four
yeafs ,

the people of East Timor have taken a great step from four centuries

from the colonial domination,to the revolution . From four years and
four centuries , a great step in fact what is important is to assure it(?)
that emerging from the colonial darkness of four centuries,Fretilin
is forging Timorese national conscience; (———..*- ) stubborn* heroic* and
victorious the eirmed struggle against the shameful aggression of the
Indonesian colonial expansionists and courageously advancing in the path
of revolution*

"That's enough to affirm

the world our resolute wish

to. live free

our identity as people of East Timorv our clear national conscience , our
most deepest repudiation to the imperialists, and to all forms of
domination and exploitation of man by man . The people of East Timor are

repelling (?)
country ,

with their all (——) and blood a democratic and revolutionary

a free country for a free people .

". Twentieth of May —Fretilin birthday* Birthday of the people of East Timor
a people who have emerged from the inhuman colonial system. A people who

have rised(risen) from the ash

to destiny.

A people who retake their own

conscience9 A people who fight without (—--) against the Indonesian colonial
expansionists ? the imperialists, in this great and inevitable day when the

nation takes its place among the nations in the world .when the peopleffclaim
their

firm will

of liberty .What to say to the patriots of East Timor and

all comrades ?

" First of all,

appeal for the unity of the? people of East Timor,.

Fretilin has emerged from the.centurie(-long) struggle of the people of.
East Timor in order to unify them and continue the struggle .Today,
after four years Fretilin identified with the people , Fretilin (maintains?)
into the people , the people are Fretilin™ Whosoever trusts in our struggle
and disagrees with the shameful aggression, of our country and really
endevours to advance o-ar struggle , and develop our organisational (•*——)
they are Fretilin,, They make part of the people of East Timor. Whosoever

are in the villages ,in the invaders' hands, and are taking hew consciences,
the conacie.RCc<a €:£:. justice of the cause of national liberation ,sympathise
with our struggle, and endevour to collaborate with Fretilin, those ones
are also ..Fretilin, make part of the Maubere people, and have a'place in the
ranks of the revolution,
"However, those who are not convinced

.
on the real fact and: dont trust in

the justness and success of our struggle, on the contrary, fanatically
collaborating with the enemy, those few ones dont:belong to Fretilin,
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don*t make part of Maubere people. They are enemies of the people.They are
traitors, of our motherland. Certainly, another appeal.for the unity, the .
unity of all patriots around Fretilin Central Committee . Our unity is". .

based in principles . Our unity is of (

) principles.

Our unity is forged

in the struggle. Fretilin Central Committee's (———) led by just principles
and'using correct methods have given real evidence of its correct leadership
in this short-time ^that in the (---?- ) of the country we are living:.the. age
of peace . The tiarch of .the nation to their inevitable liberation.. So

it. really means (?) a preduration (??) just and correct in order to assure
the right way of liberation and preventing (?) it from the enemy and this

direction, in.this historical moment,

we are counting (?) only can beat(?)

the Fretilin Central Committee »

'..-•.•-•.•

"Today"about three years of armed struggle , it's a tribute(?)

,unrealist

to .'ta]ac of any more puppet or demagogic •movements of yesterday. The wind has
brought and thr wind has swept them out. The wind of the war of the large -r
masses' of..East Timor '.The puppets* movements

belong now to the history *are

history, arid no: longer a reality . The sole, reality which resists at the •:
present time in thecworld is only Fretilin because Fretilin is the people 1

who are fighting,*i.%*refore onl, this (--

) date, May 20, Fretilin fourth

anniversary it is, not. to<>/ remind all- patiiote Fretilin (-

) and masses in

general , Falintil combattants, of all ranks, of the need of continuing
as up to date to observe the most straight submission to the Fretilin Central
Committee , the submission of all patriots fco • the Fretilin Central Committee
is the condition of unity of the Maubere people,and the unity the condition
for the ..•••.- -.,:: victory..It is similar to say the required of our struggle .'
"Comrades*- .also, another appeal for the unity , the unity of the force .Our • ,•
proclaimed ideological unity only willljaebauthenticwhen we put it on ^practice.
Many of the (
) need review the way and rectify the mistakes . Sometimes
it-required to join great powers , remqve great obstacles. We should-not fogget
that we are carrying out a war of masses, and we should not also forget that
there are .fundamental principles and-interests to safeguard .,interests and
:.pr.inciples -by which we are fighting for uOur ene.mjes are very strong , :we
are a small and weak country, meanwhile we are. :aware that we are able;to win
andvwe should win .For that there is no other way

but to converge our efforts

in orderJ.to : shortly.-amend (?) the mistakes , to overcome the obstacles,

one by one , and daily leading ahead the patriots always inserted in the
context of the greatest strategic () of the armed struggle , the consolid

ation of democracy and the victory of .the masses . It is by convergation (converging?)
of the forces around the world in a unique strategic direction in certain
historical''moments , we will get the necessary impetus to annihilate and
defeat.[the aggressionx of our motherland.

"Patriots of East Timor,

...

Biberes and Mauberes, comrades,

"About;'..three years that our country is Suffering continuous aggression,, of
Suharto^s^murderihg colonial troops. However, Fretilin flag and the flag of the
Democratic Republic of East Timor ,,.\ are still fluttering in the major^'part of
our motherland, which we are rebuilding with the sweat and blood of our heroas
fallen in the battlefield. This'means that, the struggle continues, despite

Suharto and his clique of corrupt generals in Jakarta's lying propaganda
which aims to deny and eliminate (?) the world publishing the reality and*
unequalled struggle; of the Maubere.people. About nine months that the enemy
is launching its first large campaign of encirclement and annihilation .....--••
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However,
sinking

besides this impotence and (•———•»«")s-this camp'aigfi.'is inevitably
in the frontiers.

The determination and initiative of the masses

in the.two bordering (frontier).sectprs

are offering such a resistance

that the sanguinary madering Suharto|s troops

strong resistance

of the Falihtil

could never imagine..

The

which* immediately responded (?) to the

enemy's';'troops put in desperation the clique of corrupt. generals in Jakarta^
who support the continuation of the war in East Timor\led by.Suharto.
There is no: any truth except that the sole.., master of East Timor is the
East' Timorese people . After the first failed campaign of encirclement and
annihilation, where hundreds of" thousands of persons opposing strong resistance
to the enemy ,have victoriously broken the encirclement, such ramparts. (?)
thrown(?) , . to aggression ,now contented and tired (?), we think that
the generals in Jakarta should be aware and recognise that thgy.have lost
the war,

that Fretilin is really Maubere people, who are fighting,

"It's time for

the generals

of their external policy

in Jakarta,

to be aware of

.

the great mistake

and try to solve'this breach (?) by unconditional

withdrawal 6f their murdering troops from the Democratic Republic of East
Timor. Frqm.i0e'9Cussi to Tutuala, from Lospalos to the frontiers, from
Atauro to Jacp.

From the north coast to the south coasto

We are one single

people,, one single nation, with a sole Motherland, :East Timor. While exists
on the Democratic Republic of East Timor ,irrigated with the blood of the
heroes, one lone Indonesian soldier;:, we will continue to call out :
" ' Down with Javanese

colonial expansionism !

" -We will; never compromise
of

our Motherland.

with the alienation of the most smallest part

,»•''•

" Patriots of East Timor, Biberes ,Mauberes, comrades ,

"

The eaglss. of JakartarMsh to fly high enough,

however, they have not enough

wings, for it0 Meanwhile their nails,(claws) of .bird of prey are still
sharpened, and brutal „
Of course,; it is not worthwhile to remind that
about three years that we are facing this reality, every and each day that
is the war,, however , it is worthwhile to recall this revolutionary truth:

! the price of our freedom.,

is the armed struggle

and the power of Maubere

is at the gun-point»' ... We are aware that, the armed struggle is the

people

determinant factor of our whole struggle., It's the long-term struggle-..
And counting with our own forces,, we are all aware of this revolutionary,
truth : Also it's not too much

to remind that

while exists the imperialists

we should never lighten: cur vigilance, and the,-.defence of our motherland.
The experience of other revolutionary peoples

well,

show that

and the war we are living.as.

the enemy will never conyip,pe„; i|self by .reason,, after a

failed coup (?j, it will another9 and eventually,until its complete, defeat.
Then the enemy will be defeated'and.,convinced ,for the enemy, first -it must be
defeated.'",then will (be) convinced. So the armed struggle is,the historical
imperative for the generation to fight» On our part we should trust in the
certainty of our victory, and therefore we are determined to fight, until.,
(we) win the victory. We fight with the arm of the victory in hand , because
we are certain of our victory . For that • . reason we say : ' Victory is ,
certain .' We are aware that, that the enemy is persistent and doesnt easily

give up0

So we know that after the faiied campaign of encirclement and annih

ilation, the enemy will launch the second, possibly the third,; and more and
more ahead, till the wasting of their forces. So that we are on guard,
The Falintil combattants of all ranks are ready to strike conveniently to
the new waves of Suharto's troops ' offensives. But we have the'~revolutionary
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k.j,,. President Lobato's speech
certainty that the enemy will sink in the same manner in another irievitable success o The next contingent of the murdering Suharto*s sanguinary
soldiers

that will do the same ,certainly they will be returned

by the invaders, we should continue prepare for convenient reaction (?)
I think that the Jakarta generals should already be aware that East
Timor is not a colony of Indonesia, will never be a', neo-colony ,because
Indonesia has not the economic capacity to sustain neor-eaaloniesv: •Cert
ainly it was not for that we are fighting. What is important is to
trust in,the Fretilin Central Committee and put in practice the slogans
which

" (

it

has launched.

;•

) of contradictions

of all kinds

in this (——) of reaction,

divisions (?) and manouvtes of our enemeies ,the Fretilin Central
Committee is the help-mate which conducts the ship towards safe shores,
off.liberation, this is proved . In the appropriate time, Fretilin
Central Committee will correctly oppose to the enemy's serious (?)
manouvres, and the festering (?) lies of the enemy as well," with
appropriate tactics in defence of the fundamental interests of the
Maubere people, the principles by which we fight with weapons in hand.

And the masses of people are like a rampart of stone

coasts,

over which they (

wafres of the forces

) impotently

along our rocky

fresh arrongant murdering

of the murdering Suharto and his clique#of corrupt

generals, forcing the continuation of the war in East Timor.

"It is everything for ourselves to proclaim loud and clear that our
struggle continues and that the victory is certain .
"Long Live Fretilin Central Committee !

" Long Live Fretilin ! Long live Maubere people ! Long live the
Democratic Republic of East Timor ! Down with Indonesian colonial
expansionism ! Down with imperialism ! Down with feudalism !
Long live the just struggle of the Indonesian people ! Independence or
death ! The struggle continues ! The victory is certain ! Negotiations
never, but the immediate,total and unconditional withdrawal
aggressorsfrom the Democratic Republic of East Timor ! "

of Indonesian

Then cde Minister Alarico Fernandes continued :" Good thanks comrades for

your kind listening
• ( announced recognition of DRET by Socialist
Republic of Cuba as a sovereign State).
Cde Minster then read an •SiBfiljEeis by the Department of

Political

and Ideological Orientation of Fretilin CC on "the National Liberation

Movement, Imperialism and the Puppet Parties," endorsed by the Supreme
Council of Struggle in May 20, 1977.

NOTE:

EAST TIMOR MEWS AGENCY WILL BE CHECKING, CORRECTING AND IMPROVING

THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION GIVEN ABOVE. WE HOPE THE CORRECTED TEXT WILL
BE AVAILABLE SHORTLY. THIS TEXT IS PROVIDED TO READERS WITHIN A FEW

HOURS OF RECEIVING THE TAPES OF THE MAY 20 BROADCAST, TO PROVIDE THEM
WITH A SPEEDY

TEXT OF THE SPEECH OF COMRADE PRESIDENT NICOLAU LOBATO.

m ' h—?~^ indicates word inaudible in English.
( "?) indicates not sure of word. A word in bracket indicates same thing.
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fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone: 617089 May 2^'1978
TRANSCRIPT OF INTERVIEW

OF INTERVIEW

BETWEEN KEN FRY LABOR MHR WITH

MINISTER ALARICO FERNANDES, on SUNDAY MAY 21 1978

(For space and time reasons we have edited down some of the comments by Ken Fry,
maintaining only the actual questions asked —CIET )
KEN FRY : <,».. There was a very clear understanding of your wish that before any

negotiations take place there must be a total withdrawal of Indonesian forces .
We also understand and appreciate that any negotiations must be in terms of Article
17 of your Constitution .We also understand of course that there must be no sell-out
of the sacrifices and struggles that the Maubere people have already made..,.,
ALARICO FERNANDES : Of course as President Bicolau des Reis Lobato has

over

expressed

last night: he said whosoever supports our struggle they are Fretilin and they
make part of the Maubere people .. thanks „.over.

KEN FRY: There was also a clear understanding ... that any decisions concerning

possible negotiations must be decisions that are only taken by the Central Committee
of Fretilin .... and your supporters in Australia stand by to take any action which
you may request in support of any decisions you may take ,which may utlimately
bring about a ceasefire and result in a complete victory for the Maubere people.Over,
ALARICO FERNANDES: .... Of course, according to the negotiations

with the enemy,

last night, once more, was broadcast that there is not any chance to negotiate
with the enemy . Of course, because, as we have given reasons , we have argued that
the enemy when seeks for negotiations is feeling weak, is impotent, and of
course the corrupt Indonesian generals don't want to support the continuation of
the war with East Timor , murdering war in East Timor. They have lo£t of course

and support the end of the war.Of course we know that have not good (
people of East Timor . All are ambitious and (

) with the

) Over

KEN FRY: ... Are you aware that the Foreign Minister of Papua New.Guinea Mr Olewale
was in Dili on Friday and do you place any significance to this ».««. over

ALARICO FERNANDES: Well, Ken Fry, we know that he was in Dili, and some few popul
ation were forced to welcome him and among the few population , the most of them
have told he was Olewale or something lige that ,also become a puppet of Suharto
and imperialism <,.. over

KEN FRY: ... Getting back to the possibilities of negotiations . If in the event
there were some negotiations and the Indonesians did agree to withdraw , would

your Central Committee consider a United Nations presence in East Timor ,and
what sort of presence would be an acceptable one ? .. over

ALARICO FERNiiNDES: ... Wg tell again that t.negotiations never, because the_Jreedom
of the people ig_not a matter for negotiations. Freedom of the people is a sacred

Ing~Ti53aijjentarHght . The j^ople_of^aBt~Timor afTaware that to win freedomjthgy
ghould~colrtin!Ie" fighting ""with weaponFTn their hand against the f^eig^aggregsxon.
Of^^^T" concerning to the withdrawal nf the Indonesian troopsT~c^rtai51y_Jhe
corrupt generals of Jakarta , they are recognising and are aware ^rat±x_of_tfag?r^

SHtSydefeatZjJi- East^THJorland the best thing T6r them and allTone^ support
reactionary violence to oppress,dominate and exploit the people, the best way
for the corrupt Jakarta generals is to withdraw,immediate;^, total and unconditional
withdrawal of all their troops-from the Democratic Republic or iuast •jamor.Oi «uu*-«e,
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ocncerning to the United Nations, Fretilin Central Committee 3the only legitimate
vanguard of the Maubere people, will take in appropriate time ,correct action and

according to Fretilin External Delegation information and wishes (??).We are sure
that

is the right way .OVER

KEN FRY: »«. I realise it is a difficult situation and .1 hope you don't mind me asking t

these sorts of questions, but people are very anxious to determine whether there
are any grounds at all for possible negotiations on your terms ..... we all realise
that although the Indonesian Government has denied they wish to negotiate , we
know, we have information , that there are senior elements inside the governmen t who
would like to negotiate .... if there was an agreement by the Indonesians to withdraw
would the Central Committee consider

a ceasefire on the basis of the Indonesians

withdrawing to proclaimed areas prior to a complete withdrawal, within a set period?Over
ALARICO FERNANDES : „»«, Of course we have great pleasure to inform you whatever
you want,... Once more ,concerning the withdrawal of the corrupt Suharto's colonial
troops from D.RoE.T. If Suharto feels so , certainly that is the best thing?
because otherwise he will come quickly sink in East Timor « We have the"evidence

for that. They have lost a great deal of money ... They should ,first,immdfiately
withdraw ,immediate,unconditional withdrawal all their colonial troops from the DRET.
And of course we are fighting because they are here. They are carrying out murdering
aggression, campaign of encirclement and annihilation over the people of East Timor
burning out houses, villages, crops of agriculture,killing people, bombarding,
from warships, tanks and torturing the captured population in the concentration
camps?forcing them to hard labour, and every day people are dying in the Indonesian
concentration camps, in the villages in East Timor held by thenu Of course,comrade,
when they are kicked out of East Timor,pardon me again, of course the guns ,rifles
and so on will become silent, Over0

KEN FRY: ».c. If there is a possibility of a ceasefire and if after negotiations
on terms agreed to by the Central Committee, there was a ceasefire, would the
you have any indication of the time period in which it would-be necessary for the

Indonesian troops to withdraw altogether from East Timor 2, following some ceasefire
agreement ? Over

ALARICO FERNANDES:

.... I will pass that to the Fretilin Central Committee

and of course very shortly we will contact in these days (?) We would like to let
you know ... to ceasefire or prospects of it (?) when the Indonesians withdraw
their troops

from East Timor.

Of course,when they withdraw their forces ,

that is

of course the ( —-—
) to our struggle which is for. immediate, total and
unconditional withdrawal of all Indonesian troops from the DRET . When they wish
to withdraw their forces,of course, we have to discipline the captured population
and of course, there is no fire (on the troops withdrawing—-CIET) on them,because
just in this moment, Suharto's troops are feeling weak, tired and recognising that

Fretilin's struggle is just ?and some of them are asking for
handbooks , and we are passing that

Fretilin political

to all of them and they are learning

in

Tetum, English and the others in Bahasa language. OVER.

KEN FRY: I understand you are aware of the speech of Mr Hodgman ,,,,one of the items
mentioned by Mr Hodgman was the fear of Indonesians that East Timor would become
a harbour for separatist movements in East Timor.„„= Would the Central Committee
interpret Article 17 in terms of non-interference in the internal affairs of other
countries , as an undertaking not to harbour separatist movements in East Timor ?Over
ALARICO FERNANDES :

.,„ Of course article 17 of the DRET Constitution

is clear

enough »0f course, as all sovereign states all over the world , of course DRET
also seeks to develop and co-operate with ,develop relations, with all nations of
the world. That is the principles of mutual respect,for sovereignty and territorial
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3«».Ken Fry

integrity and non-interference ... of course, when the corrupt Suharto has launch
ed ' on December 7,1975, the murdering invasion en fullscale by sea, land and
marines and paratroops and all colours of berets and so on, of course, they
have interfered , but in what form, in the DRET internal affairs, « It is
fair enough of course,comrades, „»„ well, it seems that future talks will
certainly take place ,we are ready to talk to everywone ,on those principles.
But one thing is talking and the other thing is negotiating the freedom of the
people. We never permit or tolerate such a thingu And of course, more details
on that , the Fretilin Central Committee will issue in the convenient time...
KEN FRY: Before finishing I would like to pass on my greetings from my very
close friends Jim Dunn whom I see very often and is still greatly concerned for
the interests and the welfare of the Timorese people „ Just one other question

you may be able to give us a little more detail regarding prisoners which you ,
,Indonesian prisoners which you hold, have you any information to give us on
that,or have you any further information on Fretilin prisoners being held
by the

Indonesians ?

Over.

ALARICO FERNANDES : <.... of course nice to hear from you about Jim Dunn, and
best wishes to him and family,„ . Apologies, but we forgot to reply about

esparatist movements in Indonesia. Of course you know that fighting is developing
and increasing inside Indonesia .„ Irian Jaya,South Moluccas, Kalimantan
and so on. We have been informed that West Timor ,Flores, Alors and one more

island are highly prepared to fight as we told to defeat the Javanese colonialist
expansionists. They wish to set up a republic. Movement and fighting is increasing
inside Indonesia, We think that each people in each country ,they themselves

should fight,should be aware, of their conditions, if they are happy ,free or not,
and when they are not free, they should fight to win their freedom,,, just and
correct. The Maubere people are themselves heroically fighting in East Timor^
towards their complete freedom fsovereignty and for the consolidation of national

independence of the DRET . We have received of course from thei people of Irian

Jaya cordial greetings and best wishes and high success for the people of ^ast
Timor , for its just struggle, and we know that also they are happy .fighting

there. If they find that their struggle is just , of course they have reason (?)
for that» Each people should fight for their liberationt complete and true,not

formal ,o.f course. As comrade ^resident Nicolau dos Reis Lobato stated last
night, we are in the.age of the high speedk ", the speed of the countries towards
their liberation ,certain.and inevitable c, c», I have forgotten your last question

would you like to repeat it please? Over „(KEN FRY REPEATS QUESTION),*.
...As already announced, throughout the villages having captured by Suharto's
colonial troops , they have set up concentration camps„ where the,captured
civilian population have been massacred,tortured and abused .It s from the
beginning that we have recorded that and announced throughout the world n....
And those civilian population captured by the colonial Suharto's troops

are appreciating more and more, day by day, brtualities •of the corrupt Suharto's
troops in East Timor. Particularly now in SAME, Children,are dying in the Indonesian
concentration camps and women are being raped, violated and so on00. And now
concerning on the other side, we have captured some Indonesian soldiers and
some of them surrendered to our forces„„o and of course they are safe ,healthy

and happy in the large Fretilin controlled areas , Veiy soon we'll broadcast
news ,for messages to their families in Indonesia , and once we have broadcast
thEir names , and one of them, Aban Sudiman, from Bandung,He was a corporal
with 15 years in the Army , because he has stated,declared,and we recorded,that
he completely disagrees with Suharto's corrupt regime in Jakarta and he told that
he doesnt want to return to Indonesia while Suharto and his running dogs still

in power .It was very nice when he told how Suharto ,Malik, Murtopo and the other
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k.. Ken Fry

... They are well of course .The treatment for them is the just, correct
according to our just and correct political line.

Over...

KEN FRY : .... just before I sign off I would like you to know that we
stand ready to support any proposals from your Central Committee which

you may want us to carry out to put pressure on our government in Australia
to take any measures at all which would lead to the end of the war and
for a complete victory for the people of East Timor .... (sends warm greetings
and signs off)...
ALARICO FERNANDES : ...Thanks again comrade Ken Fry.Nice to talk to you

and I want to express our appreciation and deepest sympathy for the

support you have given to the heroic Maubere people's just struggle
in the outside world , contribution for the struggleP Of course, when
we correctly act, whatever we ask , the victory is certain, and inevitable.
... Our apprepiation for last night's meeting over there, it means that the

solidarity between the two peoples , the East Timorese people and Australian
people, :|oin force against the common enemy , the exploiters,to put an end
to exploitation of man by man and build up new relationships between the Man
and the new society ,for victory,independence and happy(ness) «.«, .<,»
ROB WESLEY-SMITH:(What rblatwould you like progressive politicians like Ken

Fry, and the International Red Cross and the United Nations,to play to
further speed up the finish of. the war and restoring of peace to theMaubere?Over
AlffiICO FERNANDES: .... Fight is still on in East Timor ,with more and more

courageous and trust in final victory.lt is certain and inevitable and only a
matter of time... As comrade President Nicolau Lobato said last night, that

counting with our own forces, we should fight., continue fight, towards
(CHANGE OF TAPE SIDE FEW WORDS MISSING) the armed struggle is the determinant
factor for the victory. And all the people all over the world who have fought
with weapons in hand towards their freedom,that we are also living in our

struggle,know that victory is certain and inevitable* OVERo (WES SMITH PLAYS
TAPE OF MESSAGE

WITH TEXT OF LETTER FROM PRIEST IN EAST TIMOR..)

BRIAN MANNING : ... (quotes reference in INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN suggesting

East Timorese troops are crossing into West Timor to help fighting there,..)
ALARICO FERNANDES : .„.

that is very very nice ..„ the corrupt Suharto and

his running dogs have already stated many times telling that Fretilin all
the time no longer exists in East .Timor and now they are sending troops to
the other side to West Timor . It is very funny, it is very ridiculous

you can know that and of ... they are impotent, they are finished in East Timor.
•

*

6

b

•

BRIAN MANNING : Finally, comrade, the movement in Australia of course is

made up of many different political persuasions and.we have a measure of unity
in which we are attempting to assist
liberation.... (signs off)...

NOTE:

the East Timorese people's struggle for

Corrections are in brackets, words in doubt are followed by :(?)

Also : (

-) indicates words inaudible.

Otherwise, text reproduced is word for word, At the beginning of statements
confirmation that question or answer received, or some greetings have been
edited outo.
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May 2^,1978

TEXT OF ANALYSIS OF DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL
AND IDEOLOGICAL ORIENTATION OF THE FRETILIN CENTRAL COMMITTEE

ON "

THE NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT, IMPERIALISM

AND THE

... .

PUPPET PARTIES" AS ENDORSED BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF STRUGGLE AND FRETILIN POLITICAL

MEETING HELD ON MAY 20,1977

COMMITTEE

The- following is the transcription of the text of the statement read in English

by Minister Alarico Fernandes on Radio Maubere, May 20,1978 :
ii

'

'

The national independence is really true
forms of domination

and exploitation o

when it frees the people from all

Therefore neither all movements

fighting

for national liberation have the merit of the title of national liberation

movements v, when the national independence aims only to change the colour, of the
exploiters (in ?) the power of the State , it doesnt justify the blood heroically
shed nor the complete hardships of the people towards a genuine freedom.
"

The authentic freedom is the one which is

based in the principles of equality,

(—.—>) between the persons while the former (or formal?) freedom all comes
in the laws based that justice also in a formal(?) equality extended of course
to each, and an equality between the persons of a certain society, in the owners
and non-owners, in masters of owners of land ,in plantations of other means of
production 9 while the workers have nothing. This kind of freedom which is based

in an equality (-———)

between the poor and rich

which aims to guarantee

the freedom of the rich , of the master of land, owners of plantations,
and of (ownersi of) means of production in order to exploit the sweat and blood

of the remaining part of society,which is composed by the majority ,that (-——•••')
the people..

"The genuine freedom (is) that which the people have no doubt to fight towards it

only can be reached by the struggle against colonialism will be a substantive(?)
struggle to set up an equality and consequently to put an end to the system of
inequality in the colonial situation which is made of exploitation from one man
over the majority to wit the people „ The other man, the minority of colonialists

and rich? this means by other words,

that the true national independenfce is

the one which necessarily leads to the end of the exploitation of man by man .
The struggle against colonialism wouia/have•a success for the large oppressed
and exploited masses by the colonialists ^if it only had the purpose to

occupying positions formerly occupied and reserved

to the colonialists

by the

colonised-,.;,, The national independence doesn't only-mean to own a flag and
a national es anthemt (That would mean ?) to reduce the struggle of the people for
national independence in the change of the colour of the exploiters. It's a
reason for the people as much as the-reply to be given to the large popular
masses for the revolution of their supreme aspirations and of their several
daily problems
should be quite new and totally different to those given by the
colonialists. Therefore a-national liberation movement of a country is the one
which is closely linked with the people ; which learn their problems and seeks

to solve them in new ways.:, which sets up new structures that will settle new

kinds of relations between/, more11just relations of co-operation and mutual support
in substitution of the

relations based oh inequality , injustice, opposition

domination and exploitation

of man by man.

Only by this manner,

it is possible

of the movement for enjoying deep sympathy of its people ,and in this (—-—) accepted
as their sole and legitimate representative.

countries, under colonial domination,

However the experience of the other

and the similar (experience) we are living,
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has (

) the movement with such characteristics is completely ( repressed?) and

violence from the imperialist forces7 and the sole way (?) which the
•
movement really nationalist should follow is , in order to prevent the people

from (suffering)

the total or large massacres ,and holding them it exclusively

represents , should organise, mobilise, and educate the people for work, specific
ally towards the total and complete withdrawal of the invading forces and
beat imperialism (—--).
•

"The experience of other peoples who have chose this way
struggle

and proved in our

really confirms that the march towards the victory

and to defeat the enemy is only a matter of time.

led by their vanguard

is inevitable

".". If just the people hope (???)

in that moment of' the struggle , tell that the enemy

has no more power as before and start planning for the future as the murdering
aggression could not.insist to, in the beginning, have proddly entrusted themselves
in the- quality and superiority of their forces ,as their paratroops, their berets
of all colours ,in the bombardments from warships, and aircraft, in the capturing
operations , in the brutality ,pillages, tortures, and so on. They will
recognise that they are.militarily impotent to break the advance of the struggle
for national liberation. This on the side of the forces purely nationalist ,
the victory is inevitable and certain ,on the imperialist side, the fear of defeat
particularly in the military field will blush them with shame. Such situation of
course,, will increase the. contradictions amidst the imperialists /before its
military impotence , determined by the internal conditions, of the armed, struggle
for national liberation, its not clear that the enemy will accept its military

defeat . It brings forward this defeat with already_nonsensic (?)

shameful

perfidious (moves?). Some of that is already well known by our people, such as
referendums, manouvres. of divisionism, connected with the appearance of many
puppet parties .

"Meanwhile' ,it is a revolutionary truth whenever the enemy gives away, and seeks
for conversations or negotiations — it doesn't mean that the enemy has a lovely
dream with us , This happens because the struggle for national liberation itself

has forced the enemy to do so . It's because the enemy is feeling weak and impotent
to .militarily achieve its purpose. Negotiations with the enemy hot only means
a wrong appreciation of the changes (
) of the imperialists, but fundamentally
a denial of the struggle and freedom $?) to the blood heroically shed and those
hardships tolerated in the struggle.

"Talking with the enemy means to make a great mistake which can bring to our
people disasters and irreparable results. Of course, it doesn't mean that after
the unconditional withdrawal of the enemy , negotiations could not take place, over
indemnity of that damages of the war in our country. Only the opportunists,and those
without any scruples could take such a position. The people and all revolutionaries
would never take up such behaviour '. On the contrary, on (—) aeainst imperial
ist manouvres should endevour themselves to stand by for the ( •*•
) instruction
by greatly observing the discipline , the (•-) and total obedience to the
vanguard which has .shown itself of courage and heroism and always being on their

side as well to educate ,organise and mobilise , leading the struggle towards the
total and complete freedom. The armed struggle continues* here is our slogan
to the total and unconditional withdrawal of the foreign invading forces .If we
are able to suffer up to date in which the enemy is forced.to plan new tactics,
because he is not able to militarily defeat us, certainly* that we are able to
continue the armed struggle for some time ahead ,because the victory is only a
matter of time .Independence or death ! The fight is still on I Negotiations never,
but immediate, total and unconditional withdrawal of the Javanese from the Democratic
Republic of East Timor ! ( NB. WE REPEAT THIS WAS ADOPTED BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL

OF STRUGGLE AND FRETILIN POLITICAL COMMITTEE ON MAY 20, 1977 . A CORRECTED TEXT WILL
BE AVAILABLE SHORTLY ).
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

-fourth floor, 232 Castlereagh St„,Sydney, NSW 2000 Phone: 617089 May 31,1978
SPEECH OF COMRADE MAU-LEAR, VICE-PRESIDENT CF
FRETILIN CENTRAL COMMITTEE AND PRIME MINISTER

ON MAY 20,1978o
English translation as read by Alarico Fernandes on Radio Maubere 28/5/78
and repeated on the channel received by public radio receiver in Darwin 30/5/78;
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR —FRETILIN

MESSAGE ON MAY" 20,1978

, FROM COMRADE MAU-LEAR ,VICE PRESIDENT OF

rFRETILIN CENTRAL COMMITTEE AND.PRIME MINISTER OF THE REVOLUTIONARY GOVERNMENT
OF -THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR.

In this memorable and historical day in which ,all over the Motherland,
desperately murdering aggression carried out by the sanguinary Suharto's

just on three years , our beloved martyred and heroic Maubere people,
are solemnly celebrating the fourth anniversary of foundation of ASDTFretilin, the brightful and incontestable day of the people of East Timor,
we hail with the most deepest revolutionary revolutionary ardour „ the
glorious Fretilin Central Committee , the Revolutionary Government of the

Democratic Republic of East TiiHor,

and military staff,

the valourous Falintil , all civilian

responsibles of mass morganisations, and all militants

and patriots whoa are obstinahtly resisting to the cruel expansionist
aggressiono To all we*wish to express our deepest admirance (admiration ?)
already shown along these years of struggles , hardships,deprivations
of all sorts8 To the fallen heroes who have shed

our Motherland with their

liberated blood , we salute our highest homage„ We know (???) to transform
the sacrifices already tolerated and the blood already shed in boundless
spring of inspiration to continue thfe'struggle till the final victories
certain and inevitableo

The world is really admiring our heroic resistanceto the Suharto's generals
in the 0-—- ) and certainty is preparing as well in re&ktion to their '/'• .
victories- over this murdering waro This is without no doubt the result •> ,
of the determination of the people of East Timor 5 challenging the generals
aaircraft, shipsj tanks, and the all sorts of befits(?) sent <?) by the

enemgy ,!to carry out the struggle till their total and complete liberation.
We are on full alert against all manouvres ^trying to suffocate our revol
ution .«• "

."'-•

About three years of armed resistance, our people have (made?) desperate
the enemy's military plans, all infiltrations of their agents in our midst,
internal reaction from the feudalist representatives in Fretilin Central

Committee which (want) to capitulate to the aggression;, what have (harboured?)
the reaction in the people , preventing (protecting?) them against all :
manouvres ,however subtle and furtive it be, to suffocate our revolution.
Experienced in this hard struggle we will have enough energy to engage in a
struggle without truce against all the enemies ,either external or internal.

Being all otir (——,-) political acts, this day ~~20th of May — the fourth . ;
anhiversary^gfoA§DT-Fretilin , should be a day of struggle,transfifirming the

enthusiasm ' ••-'./or tiis date in the most deepest hate to the greater* enemy
of the people — imperialism and all its puppets-!?- rising our patriotic and
revolutionary convictions to continue with determination,winning more battles
over all obstacles that will come across , till the final victory .
The victory is certain I The struggle continues 1 To annihilate is to win !
Negotiations never but immediate,total and unconditional withdrawal of the
aggressors ! Viva the heroic and glorious Fretilin Central Committee I Viva
the Revolutionary Government of the DRET ! Viva the valourous Falintil I
Viva the heroic Maubere people! Down with imperialism and its puppets!Fire
on-thaenemies o^.-our Motherland! Down with feudalism 1 Down with Indonesian

colonial expansionism ! (NBs Our corrections etc in Brackets—CIET)
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June £,1978

NEWS FROM RADIO MAUBERE JUNE h, 1978 (As read in English by Minister A Fernandes)
1. Fighting is continuing intensely in Frontier Norte, the north-west

part of the country .Fretilin forces aew continuing victoriously resisting
to the enemy murdering campaign of encirclement cf annihiliation.
2. In Frontier-Sud , the south-west part of the country, in Bobonaro,

Lolotoi, Znmalai and Suai"areas, figrce fighting is developing. The civilian
population and Fretilin revolutionary.forces are victoriously resisting and
the enemy (are being ) demoralised.day"by day.

3. Indonesian warships are continuously patrolling the north and south coastsV
Indonesian aircraft are desperately trying to find Fretilin positions.
k. On May 29, Fretilin forces in a lightning raid, on enemy position in
Fatu-Hada on the north coast, killed three Indonesian soldiers and wounded
several.. Fretilin forces suffered no casualties. Enemy replied with machinegun and artillery fire.

5. In Dili, at the end of last month, end of May, about 15,000 Indonesian
troops have been clanded to contintue the combat«

6. One Indonesian general was seriously wounded when he went to the SAKE
area to see on the spot operations against Fretilin. He was urgently evacuated
(to Dili), but died shortly afterwards, His body was flown to Jakarta. Indones
ian military authorities complained ,to the civilian population saying that he
,was a brave general.

Mr' Fernandes then said, after, ridiculing Indonesian journalist reports that
Fretilin only existed in small pockets of East Timor : "15,000 more Indones

ian troops to East Timor . What for ? Certainly because they cannot control East Tim
Timor. Over: 80 percent of the national soil is under Fretilin Control, so
Suharto; troops have: invaded• East-;Timor--again<,.•* Just on 30,000 Indonesian;
troops have died since December 7,1975, -we have checked on that .. and not
including those ones wounded and; those who have died from injuries later in
Indonesia. Of course we are ready to resist them, more courageously the people
..will fight, the new wave of offensives*.» counting on our own forces and the
strategic line of Fretilin Central Committee that is by the Supreme Council
of Struggle of Fretilin Central Committee, is very correct as shown, in.practice.
The people with weapons in hands — no power will defeat them because they
irreversibly advance on the way, .to final victory. Once more Indonesian troops
are sent to die in East Timor and now once more we

would like to read back the

text of the analysis of the Department of Political and Ideological Orientation
as adopted by the Supreme Council of Struggle and,Fretilin Political Committee

in their historic meeting on May 20,197?.-" (This-.text has been sent, out previously).
In; a message: to the Public Radio
said that the information about
"reliable sources in Dili". Also
Atambua and Kupang in West Timor

"s©8©iv<s¥-'i"> on June 5, Minister Fernandes
the 15,000 new troops landing in Dili -came from
they had received reliable information from
that Indonesian helicopters and planes were

being prepared to support, the invasion..<-,
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